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- house
- kitchen
- garage
- stairs
- living room
- hallway
- office
- yard
- bedroom
- bathroom
- laundry room
- basement
- dining room
- closet
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- Garden
- Kitchen
- Bedroom
- Yard
- Closet
- Room
- Hallway
- Door
- Basement
- Office
- Dining Room
- Living Room
- Garage
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H M M E L H W G V Y S B
A O O G A O E K A R L A
L O O A U U Y R I I O S
L R R R N S D A V W F E
W H T A D E T I A B F M
A T S G R S N R D W I E
Y A E V Y G D Z H U C N
E B R X R R C L O S E T
Q R M O O R H S A W C T
R I O B O K I T C H E N
E M E L M O O R D E B A
M O O R G N I N I D B U